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The *Journal of Scholarly Publishing* addresses the issues facing the scholarly publishing industry today. It is the indispensable resource for academics and publishers about the new challenges resulting from changes in technology, funding, and innovations in publishing. In serving the wide-ranging interests of the international academic publishing community, *JSP* provides a balanced look at the issues, from solutions to everyday publishing problems to commentary on the philosophical questions at large. *JSP* welcomes for consideration research articles and opinion essays that address issues of importance to the publishing world in a time of great change.

Submissions are accepted on a rolling basis. The editors also welcome proposals to guest-edit thematic special issues of *JSP*.

Please send submissions as a Word document to Alex Holzman and Robert Brown, Editors: jsp@utpress.utoronto.ca.

For submission guidelines, refer to the information under the tab "For Authors": utpjournals.press/journals/jsp/submissions.